Volvo xc90 ac compressor

Search our online ac compressor catalog and find the lowest priced discount auto parts on the
web. We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety of high-quality car parts
and accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or place your order online via
our secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time inventory, so you can be
assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most orders are shipped the
same day. They are available for the following Volvo XC90 years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 20, 19, 16, 14,
13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, Needed this part for my Volvo and once again Parts Geek
came through with reasonable pricing and great products guaranteed. Will continue business
with them. I called them. They immediately found the part I needed, and made recommendations
for the other parts I should order. So far so good, very satisfied with help ordering my part.
Satisfied with delivery time. Everything went great, from ordering to delivery. So nice to have a
person to talk with instead of trying to do everything via computer with no human contact. Keep
up the good work. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply
submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.
Refrigerant Type Ra. Features: Compressor. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product
SKU: W Core Price [? New or Reman Remanufactured. A , mile durability test is performed on
every new compressor design. All 65 series compressors come with the proper amount of oil
inside of the compressor for each application. In the second year since its design overhaul, the
Volvo XC90 succeeds as a premium crossover. Its enduring styling is modern without being
gimmicky, palatial yet simple. Cabin materials include matte-finish wood, metal, leather and
crystal. The XC90 runs on a horsepower four-cylinder engine that's both turbocharged and
supercharged. A plug-in hybrid option that can take you up to fourteen miles on battery power
alone is also available. The XC90 boasts several safety and driver assistance features.
Energy-absorbing seat cushions and self-tightening seat belts reduce potential spinal injuries if
the vehicle veers off the road. For , auto-steering and Pilot Assist ll have been added. Front
seats are comfortable and spacious, providing exceptional comfort even through long trips.
Second-row passengers enjoy copious legroom, while the third-row seats are best left to
children and petite adults. With all the seats up, there's Fold the second- and third-row seats
down and maximum capacity rises to Although Volvo's latest four-cylinder engine is forceful,
the weight of the vehicle makes it feel unimpressive. Its numbers are promising, but in
day-to-day use, acceleration and refinement leave much to be desired. The XC90's suspension
tuning is another mixed bag. On smooth pavement, the XC90 feels calm and controlled, but
when it starts hitting road obstructions, its occupants get slammed around so roughly they may
forget they are riding in a luxury SUV. The AC compressor pressurizes and distributes the
refrigerant throughout the air conditioning system. It also compresses the refrigerant; which
heats it up, converting it to a vapor. Usually when a compressor begins to fail it will produce a
few warning signs to alert the driver that it has a problem. What are the warning signs of a
failing AC compressor? The AC will no longer blow as cold as it once did. A failing or damaged
AC compressor will not be able to properly regulate the refrigerant flow in the AC system. As a
result, the AC will not function properly. The AC compressor has several interior components
and uses a sealed bearing to turn. If any of the interior components break, or the compressor's
internal bearings fail or seize, then all sorts of noises will occur. A leaking or worn out bearing
will produce a high-pitched squealing or grinding sound, while a seizing or seized bearing will
produce a grinding noise or a belt squeal. Another sign of a failing AC compressor is a clutch
seizure. The clutch allows the pulley to engage and disengage from engine power so that the
compressor only turns when necessary. The clutch can seize, which keeps the compressor
perpetually activated; or it can break, which means the compressor will not be able to receive
engine power. Read more reviews. The compressor went on exactly as the original one came
off. Has been working excellently since. Catalog: B. Vehicle Volvo XC Catalog: A. Vehicle
Engine Volvo XC Catalog: G. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: N. It was first made and marketed
in and was sold globally with great fanfare. The car did perform well but over the next decade,
there were varied complaints about the AC. The production of this car ended in but the AC
problems continue to persist. Even to this day, one part of the AC in volvo XC90 5 cylinder that
has malfunctioned is the solenoid. For owners of the XC90 this can be a very frustrating
experience because the diagnosis of a malfunctioning AC solenoid is not always easy. In the
Volvo XC90, the solenoid simply turns the flow of refrigerant on and off. Problems that may
prevent functioning of the solenoid include uneven pressure , power failure , corrosion ,
collection of dirt under the diaphragm , using the wrong voltage , or a burnt coil. What is a
solenoid? The key is to narrow down the problem to locate the problem so that it can be fixed. If
your volvo XC90 5 cylinder has been having AC problems, the best advice is to take it to a

reputable mechanic. Thankfully, today Volvo mechanics do have the right tools to locate issues
that deal with poor or inadequate AC function. Diagnosis of device malfunction is not difficult.
There are parts available today that are relatively cheap and work well. Caution: the unfortunate
thing is that there are many other parts of the entire AC that can also present with similar
problems seen with the solenoid. The key is to check the entire AC with emphasis on the
solenoid; and in some cases, a replacement will do the trick. But at the same time, the mechanic
should check out the other parts to ensure that they are not involved in the poor cooling of the
vehicle. It is not a software repair. That XC90 has variable displacement compressor and the
electric compressor control solenoid sticks. When the compressor gets warm often the
expansion will allow the solenoid to operate and the compressor will not pump as it needs to
and it will cool. The solenoid is operated by the ECM and is monitored there. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos.
Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide.
Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo
Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo
Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register
for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need
Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS
Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of
the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum
users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. A malfunctioning air
conditioning solenoid does this:. Tags AC , air conditioning , solenoid. Related Posts. Go to
mobile version. Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select
Part. Select Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part
as soon as possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything;
parts and shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for
is not available online. Please contact us for further information. The AC system in your Volvo
has an accumulator-drier, compressor, condenser, evaporator, and expansion device. The AC
compressor supplies and regulates the liquid refrigerant throughout the system. The AC system
has a high pressure side and a low pressure side. The compressor is mounted between these
two sides for maintaining the pressure difference and regulating refrigerant gases. It has a
piston which draws the refrigerant and compresses it. If your Volvo XC90 AC Compressor is not
functioning properly, you must replace it as soon as possible to avoid further damage. Buy
Auto Parts has a wide range of car parts that are tested to meet or exceed industry standards.
We sell genuine OEM replacements and premium aftermarket parts at affordable prices. All our
car parts come with a warranty. To view the parts that fit your vehicle, you need to select the
right year, make and model of your car from our online catalog. If you encounter difficulties in
finding the Volvo XC90 AC compressor, feel free to contact our support team for help. As we
have warehouses all across the country, you can be assured of receiving the ordered parts on
time. At Buy Auto Parts, customer satisfaction is our top priority. Our AC specialists are here to
clarify all your doubts regarding compressors. Click here for Mobile version. Home Toggle
navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one year or more ,
unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund. Your part can
be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All rights reserved.
XC90 air conditioning problems seem to always happen during the time when you need cool air
the most: The middle of summer. Most people in this predicament rush their Volvo to the
nearest mechanic to have it diagnosed. This can mean anything from testing for leaks, checking
the AC clutch, looking for worn parts, broken lines, etc. And while whomever did this may have
had only the best of intentions, it coul
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d be that the tiny wire sensor housed in the module has been cracked or completely broken.
The good news is that, if this is the reason your XC90 air conditioning problems are occurring, it
can be fixed. The part number for the sensor is My suggestion is to take this, and just about all
of your Volvo XC90 air conditioning problems, to an independent Volvo mechanic. Also, you
may be able to find a replacement on a wrecked XC Jason Pedley is the dedicated second
owner of a Volvo XC90 2. He writes about his ownership experience and creates related content
for owners of similar Volvo XC90s. Jason is also a freelance writer for hire. Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by
disabling your ad blocker. Broken Xc90 Cabin Temperature Sensor? Someone Probably Tried to

Clean it. Prev Article. Next Article. Related Articles. Ad Blocker Detected Our website is made
possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors.

